• Recent advances in gene function prediction rely on ensemble approaches that 42 integrate the results from multiple inference methods to produce superior predictions. Yet, 43 these developments remain largely unexplored in plants. 44 
2 #Corresponding author: 28 Retrieval of gold standard -experimentally verified functional annotation 168 Experimentally verified Gene Ontology annotations were downloaded from TAIR 169 (www.arabidopsis.org), as ATH_GO_GOSLIM.txt file on 21.11.2015 (used to construct and 170 benchmark EnsembleNet) and 10.08.2017 (used to perform time-stamp analysis). A gene was 171 considered experimentally annotated if it was associated with GO terms having EXP, IDA, 172 IPI, IMP, IGI, IEP or TAS evidence codes. To avoid evaluating general terms, (e.g.
173
"cellular_component", "binding", "biological regulation"), terms that were assigned to more 174 than 5% of the 14,031 experimentally annotated genes were removed. This removed 105 out 175 of 7,352 terms. For each gene, all terms assigned to a gene were recursively propagated 176 towards the root of the terms (excluding the terms present in more than 5% of the 177 experimentally annotated genes), regardless of the type of relationship between terms.
178
Calculating F-measure 179 The main evaluation metric in this study was F-measure, as defined by Critical Assessment of 180 protein Function Annotation (CAFA) experiment (Radivojac et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2016) . where |P t | is the number of predicted terms at edge threshold t, |T| is the number of 185 8 experimentally determined terms, and |P t ∩ T| is the number of terms appearing in both P t and 186 T.
187
Performance of a network at a given edge threshold is obtained by averaging precision and 188 recall across genes. Precision at edge threshold t is calculated as: 190 where m(t) is the number of genes for which at least one prediction was made, above edge 191 threshold t. Precision is calculated only for the genes for which a prediction could be made. A 192 prediction cannot be made for genes that are not connected to genes with any experimentally 193 determined annotations at a given t. 194 Conversely, recall is calculated over all n genes in a target set, as:
195 196 regardless of whether a prediction can be made at a given threshold t. 197 The F-measure (a harmonic mean between precision and recall) provides a number useful to 198 compare performances of the networks at a given threshold. An edge threshold where a given 199 network performs highest in terms of the F-measure, can be identified by obtaining the 200 maximum F-measure (F max ) over all thresholds, given by: Associating genes to Gene Ontology terms 202 To predict which genes are associated with a given GO term (query term), we first removed 203 GO terms assigned to more genes that the query term from the gold standard. The reason for 204 removing these terms is that more frequent terms (e.g. "binding", "enzymatic activity") are 205 by chance more likely to be more abundant in network neighborhoods than less frequent 206 terms. Next, for each gene in the used networks (i.e. GeneMANIA and AraNet v2 for MF 207 domain), NCE was used to predict genes with the query term. Calculating the empirical p-value to evaluate gene -Gene Ontology term associations 210 To estimate how accurately genes assigned to a given Gene Ontology term can be predicted 211 by NCE, we first retrieved genes experimentally assigned to the term of interest. Then, for 212 each of these genes, we counted the number of networks for which the neighbor counting 213 9 made a correct prediction ( Figure S2 ). This number, pred observed , is indicative of the extent to 214 which a term can be accurately predicted in a network setting. See Figure S5A and S5B for 215 toy examples where a term can be predicted well (pred observed = 9, out of 9 predictions) and 216 poorly (pred observed = 2, out of 9 predictions), respectively.
217
Next, for each gene that is experimentally assigned to the term, we sampled a random 218 prediction from the pool of all predicted gene-term associations, and counted the number of 219 networks which assigned a term to a gene (pred sampled ). The empirical p-value is defined as: To combine the 10 symmetric (i.e., undirected) weighted networks, we applied an approach 228 similar to STATIS (Abdi et al., 2012) . We first determined the Rv coefficient for each pair of 229 the scaled networks (represented as scaled adjacency matrices), gathered in the cosine matrix 230 C. The entries in the first eigenvector of C, after rescaling to unit norm, were used as weights 231 to determine the contribution of each scaled adjacency matrix to the STATIS network. We 232 note that the larger the value for the weight, the bigger the contribution of the respective data 233 set to the adjacency matrix of the STATIS network. et al., 2015) . The genotyping primers for detecting the wild type and mutant 252 alleles are given in Table S8 .
253
Mitochondria isolation, Blue-Native gel electrophoresis and quantification of complex I.
254
The aerial organs of 6-week-old plants were harvested and mitochondria were isolated 255 according to (Kühn et al., 2015) . 
RESULTS

270
Benchmarking of ten gene co-function networks 271 In this study, we obtained and standardized ten gene co-function networks (see Methods).
272
AraNet v2, GeneMANIA and STRING are second generation methods integrating multiple 273 data sources ( Figure S1A ), while less than 12% of genes have all three GO domains experimentally 281 characterized ( Figure S1B ).
282
To predict gene function, we used the Neighbor Counting (NC) approach as the 283 simplest method for network-based function prediction (Sharan et al., 2007) . NC predicts 284 function of a gene by identifying the most frequent function(s) found in the network 285 neighborhood of the gene ( Figure 1A ). Furthermore, since all networks (apart from PPI 286 networks) contain edge weights that can be scaled to range from 0 (weakest association 287 between genes) to 1 (strongest association), a network can perform differently at a specific 288 edge cut-off. The performance of a network at a given edge cut-off is specified by the 289 performance of the subnetwork obtained upon removal of all edges with weight smaller than 290 the specified cut-off. Therefore, too low an edge cut-off could connect functionally unrelated 291 genes, resulting in an incorrect prediction ( Figure 1A , first network), or partially correct 292 prediction ( Figure 1A , second network). Conversely, too high a cut-off could disconnect 293 functionally related genes and thus hinder any prediction ( Figure 1A , fourth network).
294
To provide a fair evaluation and comparison of the networks, we first set to find an 295 edge threshold where a given network produces the highest number of correct predictions. To 296 this end, we used the F-measure which represents the harmonic mean between precision (i.e. treating its function as unknown. The F-measure can range from 0 (worst value) to 1 (best 303 value) and provides a number that can be used to compare the performance of the networks 304 (Table S1A) . 305 We illustrate this type of analysis with the STRING network, for which we evaluated 306 the performance for the BP domain at a given edge cut-off. Not surprisingly, as a 307 consequence of genes becoming disconnected in the network, the number of made 308 predictions dropped as the edge cut-off increased ( Figure 1B , red line, right y-axis). The F-309 measure peaked at 0.88 edge cut-off, identifying the F max value where STRING produces 310 highest prediction accuracy for BP domain ( Figure 1B , blue line, left y-axis). Interestingly,
311
F max for the BP, CC and MF domain were found at 0.88, 0.6 and 0.65, respectively, 312 suggesting that one edge cut-off may not be suitable to produce most accurate predictions for 313 the three domains (Table S1B ).
314
To compare the 10 co-function networks, we plotted the F max values and the number 315 of made predictions ( Figure 1C ). As expected from networks integrating multiple data 316 sources, AraNet v2, GeneMANIA and STRING showed higher F max values than co-317 expression and PPI-based methods ( Figure 1C , gray bars, left y-axis), but the two co-318 expression networks with highest F max (ATTED-II and PlaNet) showed higher number of 319 made predictions ( Figure 1C , red bars, right y-axis).
321
Generation and benchmarking of ensemble gene function predictions 322 To construct community predictions from the 10 co-function networks, we explored two 323 different approaches to integrate these networks: the first approach, termed Neighbor Figure 2A ). To investigate which combination of the co-function networks produces F max for 328 NCE, we tested all combinations of 2 to 19 networks at their F max threshold, resulting in 329 1,023 tested combinations for each GO domain (Table S2 ).
330
The second approach, based on STATIS (Abdi et al., 2012), termed STATISnet, 331 determines the similarity between each pair of the scaled network adjacency matrices, by 332 calculating Rv coefficient of the adjacency matrices. The principal eigenvector is then used to 333 build a weighted sum of the scaled adjacency matrices, which yields the adjacency matrix of 334 STATISnet ( Figure 2B ). The F max for STATISnet was then calculated as for the 10 input 335 networks (Table S1 ).
336
The analysis revealed that NCE produced highest F max and number of made 337 predictions (prediction coverage) than the best single method (GeneMANIA), and 338 STATISnet for all three GO domains ( Figure 2C , Table S2 ). While F max of STATISnet was 339 lower than F max of GeneMANIA, the prediction coverage of the former was modestly higher 340 for BP and CC domains ( Figure 2C ). Interestingly, NCE based on all 10 networks produced a 341 lower value for the F-measure than NCE based on GeneMANIA, AraNet v2 and ATTED-II, 342 13
indicating that the combination of selected networks may have a negative effect on the 343 prediction performance (Table S2 ). Furthermore, while F max NCE for BP and CC domains 344 used GeneMANIA, AraNet v2 and ATTED-II, NCE for MF utilized GeneMANIA and 345 AraNet v2, suggesting that different types of information may increase prediction accuracy of 346 different GO domains.
347
To further gain insight into how network selection can influence NCE predictions, we 348 plotted the F-measures of the 1,023 tested combinations (y-axis, Figure 2D ) versus the 349 number of made predictions for each combination (x-axis). The plot revealed that while 350 integrating all 10 co-function networks increases the number of made predictions ( Figure 2D , 351 bright yellow color), the combinations that produce high F-measures included fewer than 6 352 networks ( Figure 2D , blue color), which was observed for the three GO domains ( Figure S2 , 353   Table S2 ).
354
In addition to the leave-one-out cross validation to benchmark the networks, we also revealed that NCE had higher F-measure than the best single performing method 362 (GeneMANIA) for all three GO domains ( Figure 2E , Table S3 ).
364
Influence of the gold standard completeness on the prediction accuracy and coverage 365 Since the gold standard is used to propagate functional information to uncharacterized genes 366 in gene function prediction studies, the size of the gold standard should strongly influence the 367 quality and number of predictions. 368 We first investigated how the amount of available functional information influences 369 the accuracy of the predictions. To this end, we incrementally removed 10% randomly 370 selected genes from the gold standard of 14,032 genes, and calculated the F-measure for the 371 remaining genes with leave-one-out analysis. Not surprisingly, when only 10% (1,403) of 372 gold standard genes retained functional information, the mean value for the F-measure over 373 100 repetitions decreased for NCE and AraNet v2, GeneMANIA and STRING ( Figure 3A ).
374
However, NCE and GeneMANIA, and to a lower degree AraNet v2 and STRING, 375 approached their highest F-measures at gold standard containing ~50% of genes ( Figure 3A ).
376
Since NC uses network neighbors to predict gene function, the number of made predictions 377 showed strong dependency on the size of the gold standard ( Figure 3B ). This was also 378 observed for the CC and MF domains ( Figure S3 ). Taken together, the completeness of the 379 gold standard has a strong effect on the number and the accuracy of made predictions.
381
Negative correlation between gene age and gene function predictability 382 Our previous analyses revealed that younger genes tend to be less functionally characterized 383 than older genes, as the gold standard is composed mostly of older gene families ( Arabidopsis thaliana) based on specific time (termed phylostrata) at which they appeared. 390 We found that the percentage of genes with experimentally verified annotation decreases as 391 the phylostrata become younger ( Figure 3C ).
392
To examine if prediction coverage also depends on the gene age, we calculated the 393 percentage of genes with predicted function for each phylostrata. Interestingly, the percentage 394 of genes with predicted function decreases for younger phylostrata ( Figure 3C ), suggesting 395 that function of younger genes is more difficult to predict. Since Neighbor Counting uses 396 network neighbors with experimentally verified annotation to predict gene function ( Figure   397 1A), we investigated the connectivity of the genes in the different phylostrata. The analysis 398 revealed that younger genes tend to be less connected than older genes, as exemplified for 399 GeneMANIA ( Figure 3D ) and the remaining networks ( Figure S4 ), explaining why fewer 400 predictions can be made for younger genes ( Figure 3C ).
402
Implementation of an online tool to access the ensemble predictions 403 To provide easy access to NCE predictions with the aim to facilitate hypothesis generation, 404 we have implemented an online tool, EnsembleNet, available at http://aranet.mpimp-405 golm.mpg.de/ensemblenet.html. The tool provides three approaches to retrieve functional 406 information of genes: (i) by using a query gene to retrieve other genes with similar function 407 (gene-centric search), (ii) by using a GO term to retrieve genes assigned to the term (gene 408 ontology-centric search), and (iii) by using a group of query genes to retrieve genes with 409 similar function (gene set-centric search). However, to enable these analyses, we had to 410 15 systematically (i) predict which functions a given gene has and (ii) estimate which genes are 411 functionally related.
412
To predict gene function, we set to investigate which genes are associated to a given 413 Gene Ontology query term (see Methods). Briefly, (i) NC was used to count the number of 414 networks predicting that given gene is associated to the query term, followed by (ii) a 415 permutation analysis to derive an empirical p-value reflecting how well the prediction could 416 estimate correct GO term-gene associations (exemplified in Figure S5 , see Methods). The Finally, the gene set-centric analysis accepts several query genes to identify other 444 genes that are functionally related to the queries. The analysis returns a GOJI intersection 445 network, which shows genes that are connected to at least two queries ( Figure 4C ). By color 446 coding genes according to the number of queries they are connected to, the network can 447 highlights relevant genes that are highly connected to the queries. This information is also 448 presented as a gene table, which is sorted by the number of queries to which a given gene is 449 connected. To summarize, the gene set-centric search can reveal genes that are functionally 450 related to multiple input genes. 
463
We demonstrate how we used the gene-, gene ontology-and gene set-centric 464 approaches of EnsembleNet to identify genes involved in mitochondrial respiratory chain 465 function, and how we arrived at five candidates: At3g07480, At2g44620, At1g05205, 466 At2g20820 and At5g64350. However, any of the three analyses was sufficient to uncover 467 these candidates, and can serve as a stand-alone approach to uncover new, relevant genes.
468
We first performed a gene-centric search using a NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 469 gene At2g02510 (www.gene2function.de/responder.py?name=ens!at2g02510), which is (Table S5 ). The five gene candidates were found to be associated to the query term by 2, 3, 489 3, 2 and 3 evidences for At3g07480, At2g44620, At1g05205, At2g20820 and At5g64350, 490 respectively (Table S5 , candidates highlighted in green).
491
Finally, we conducted a gene set-centric search, by using four genes with 492 experimentally verified association to "mitochondrial respiratory chain complex I": (Table S6 ). The five candidates were connected to the 499 four queries in the GOJI intersection network ( Figure 5B , nodes with gene IDs) and the table 500 (Table S6 , highlighted genes).
501
To confirm that the five candidates are involved in complex I formation, we analyzed 502 knock-out mutants of these genes. Phenotypic characterization revealed that two of the 503 mutants showed decreased plant size (at1g05205 and at5g64350, Figure 5C ). To see if 504 complex I amount is perturbed in the mutants, we performed a blue native polyacrylamide gel 505 electrophoresis (BN-PAGE) analysis on the mitochondrial proteome ( Figure 5D ), which 506 allowed us to estimate the abundance of complex I, by calculating the complex I:complex III 507 and complex I:complex V ratios ( Figure 5E, Peters et al., 2012) . The analysis revealed that 508 the five mutants have significantly different CI/CV and CI/CIII ratios from wild type (Col-0, 509 p-value<0.01, Table S7 ), where four of the mutants have lower ratio of complex I, while 510 at2g20820 has higher amount ( Figure 5E ). Interestingly, while the dwarf phenotypes of 511 at1g05205 and at5g64350 are associated with a decrease of complex I ratio, the strong 512 decrease of the ratio in at2g44620 did not produce any observable growth phenotype (Figure   513 5C). This was also observed for the ca2 mutant, where 90% decrease of complex I produced 514 no growth phenotype (Perales et al., 2005) . Radivojac et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2016) . In this paper, we studied ensemble gene function 520 prediction, a powerful, but unexplored approach in the plant field.
521
We used Neighbor counting (Sharan et al., 2007) and the F-measure (Radivojac et al., 522 2013; Jiang et al., 2016) to benchmark the 10 networks. As expected, the second generation 523 integrative approaches perform better than the first generation networks (Figure 1 ). However, 524 while the two top networks (GeneMANIA and AraNet v2) use different data sources and 525 methods to integrate them (regression vs. Bayesian, respectively), the performance of the two 526 networks was similar ( Figure 1C ), suggesting that the performance of the second generation 527 methods might have reached it's peak.
528
We next established an ensemble prediction by using two different approaches 529 ( Figure 2) . The neighbor counting ensemble (NCE) integrates the predictions to arrive at an 530 ensemble prediction, while the STATISnet integrates the co-function networks to arrive at an 531 ensemble network. While integration of the networks via STATISnet produced an inferior 532 prediction than GeneMANIA, NCE showed the highest accuracy and coverage ( Figure 2C ).
533
In contrasts to conclusions from previous study (Marbach et al., 2012) , integration of all 10 534 methods did not result in highest accuracy, but rather highest prediction coverage at the cost 535 of accuracy ( Figure 2C-D) . To arrive at the highest accuracy, a combination of GeneMania,
536
AraNet v2 and ATTED-II was needed to address BP and CC, while combination of 537 GeneMANIA and AraNet v2 was better suited to address MF domain. This suggests that 538 careful combination of the inference methods might be needed to achieve highest accuracy 539 for different domains of gene function.
540
We next investigated how the amount of available information influences the 541 accuracy and coverage of the predictions. Upon removing genes from the gold standard, we 542 observed that the prediction accuracy dropped substantially for gold standard size of <50%, 543 followed by a more modest increase for gold standard size of >50% ( Figure 3A, Figure S3 ).
544
The number of made predictions shows a strong dependency on the size of the gold standard, 545 as in contrast to accuracy, the prediction coverage shows a substantial increase for gold 546 standard size >50%. These results are expected, as function of the uncharacterized genes in 547 this study is transferred from their characterized direct network neighbors, which strongly 548 depends on the fraction of gold standard genes in the network. To partially circumvent this 549 dependency, density-based methods which identify highly connected network modules could 550 be used to annotate genes that are not directly connected (Sharan et al., 2007) .
551
Are functions of certain genes more difficult to predict? Our previous study revealed 552 that older gene families are more functionally characterized than younger gene families 553 ( Figure 3C, Ruprecht et al., 2017) . Surprisingly, we observed that functions of older gene 554 families can be more readily predicted than for younger genes (Figure 3C ), which could be 555 attributed to higher disconnectedness of younger genes ( Figure 3D , Figure S4 ). Interestingly,
556
we observed this in BIOGRID protein-protein interaction networks and to a weaker degree 557 for co-expression networks based on RNA-sequencing data ( Figure S4 ). Higher connectivity 558 of older genes in protein-protein interaction networks could be explained by selection bias 559 (e.g. older genes have stronger mutant phenotypes, and are more likely to be used as bait in 560 yeast-two-hybrid experiments), but we observed the same effect for co-expression networks 561 based on unbiased genome-wide RNA-seq analysis, which indicates that the 562 disconnectedness is an inherent property of young genes. Since it is not possible to predict 563 gene function of disconnected genes, function prediction of the young genes still remains a 564 challenge.
565
To provide an easy access to the predictions, we present the EnsembleNet database 566 which allows gene-, gene ontology-and gene set-centric searches (Figure 4 ). These versatile 567 features enabled us to identify 5 uncharacterized genes important for complex I assembly 568 ( Figure 5 ). The high granularity of Gene Ontology terms which allows interrogating the 569 polygenic composition of specific processes (e.g. GO:0035619: "root hair tip"), together with 570 cutting-edge performance, represents a major step towards the goal of computationally 571 bridging the gap between genotype and phenotypes in plants. Relationship between the number of made predictions (y-axis) and % of genes with available 794 28 GO terms (x-axis). C) Percentage (y-axis) of genes from the different phylostrata (given by 795 color legend in Figure 3D ), for experimentally characterized genes, Ensemble predictions and 796 GeneMANIA predictions. D) Relationship between the percentage of genes with a neighbor 797 in a network (y-axis) and the phylostrata of the genes (x-axis). The example is given for 798 GeneMANIA, BP. to the term are predicted to be assigned to this term in 9 cases (indicated by green +). B) An 851 example of a GO term that cannot be predicted well. Only 2 out of 9 networks predicted that 852 the experimentally assigned genes A-C are assigned to this term. given co-function network predicted the association (1), did not predict this association (0), 898 or could not make a prediction for this gene (-). 
What is the function of my gene?
Answers: Which other genes have a similar function? i) ii)
iii)
Entry: gene ID (e.g. At4g32410) or keyword (e.g. cellulose)
Answers: which genes have this function?
Entry: GO ID (e.g. GO:0000271) or keyword (e.g. cellulose)
Answers: which genes are functionally related to the entered genes? 
